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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4908-The Chaos Arena had opened, 
and almost all powerhouses had entered. Meanwhile, living beings outside the 
Chaos Arena were paying attention to the battle. 

After the Chaos Arena had activated, the biggest highlight was not a battle 
between the powerhouses from the hidden sects. Instead, the four district 
leaders who united to create Mount Stoyan in order to capture James won 
everyone’s attention. 

After Yardos and his comrades’ defeat, the battle caused considerable 
commotion. Everyone was looking forward to James’ appearance. 

Even though James’ cultivation rank was nothing impressive, he had shown 
incredible strength in the Boundless Arena. Therefore, everyone looked 
forward to seeing James and how he would handle the situation. 

Meanwhile, in a mysterious place in the Ten Districts, a chubby cultivator was 
sitting atop a spiritual mountain shrouded by a potent formation. 

He was in a daze due to his boredom. 

The man was none other than Henrik. 

After Henrik left the Chaos District and entered the Endlos, he encountered 
spatial turbulence and was transported to a mysterious place. He had been 
trapped ever since and was unable to escape. 

Within the formation, Henrik found many signature skills. He had mastered 
them and entered the Chaos Rank. Yet, he still could not leave. 

“Someone come save me already.” Henrik sighed helplessly. 

Suddenly, the formation weakened, and the spiritual mountain began to 
tremble. 

Henrik stood up excitedly. However, his joy did not last long as he sensed 
someone entering the formation. Before he could react, the formation had 
closed up again. 



He appeared in front of the intruder with a flash. The person who entered the 
formation was an elderly monk who looked disheveled and wore a tattered 
robe. 

Henrik stared at the man before him. 

The man also looked at Henrik in shock. He rubbed his bald head and 
murmured, “What’s going on? Why is someone else in here?” 

Henrik asked, “Who are you?” 

“That’s my question. Also, how did you get into my dojo?” 

Surprised, Henrik asked, “This is your dojo?” 

The spiritual mountain was incredibly magical and was protected by a 
powerful formation. Moreover, there were countless signature skills related to 
Rune Arts. 

Henrik had been practicing within the formation and entered the Chaos Rank. 
He was startled after learning that he was trapped within someone else’s dojo. 

The elderly man rolled his eyes and said, “Of course. How else did I enter? 
Answer my question. Who are you, and how did you get in?” 

Henrik immediately replied, “I have no idea how I got here. I was somehow 
teleported here by coincidence and couldn’t leave. Since it’s your dojo, you 
can let me out, right? Hurry and let me out. I have really important matters to 
settle right now.” 

The elderly monk was Zeno, the number one Rune Arts Grandmaster during 
Emperor Raiah’s era. 

After meeting Sancho’s remnant soul, he discovered a lot about himself. After 
remembering his identity, he recovered a lot of his memories. After recalling 
that he had a dojo, he searched his way back to it. 

He wanted to return to the dojo to see if he could recall anything else. 

Zeno examined Henrik and learned everything about his past experiences. 

After seeing James appearing in Henrik’s memories, he asked, “You’re 
acquainted with James?” 



Henrik’s body jerked in shock. He asked, “You’ve met James before?” 

Zeno did not explain. He looked at Henrik and nodded with satisfaction. “Not 
bad. You’ve got quite the potential. Since you’re here, it must be fate for you 
to inherit my skills. I’ll give you my greatest creation.” 

Henrik stared at the unreliable-looking monk and refused instantly. “I just want 
to leave. Also, you haven’t told me how you know about James.” 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4909-‘You’ll be able to leave after 
inheriting my skills. 

“I’ve already mastered everything here and have entered the Chaos Rank. I’m 
already invincible,” Henrik said with confidence. 

Zeno said calmly, “You’re qualified to inherit my creation because you’ve 
mastered all the Rune Arts I’ve left in this dojo. Kneel and acknowledge me as 
your master.” 

Henrik refused, saying, “I don’t want to!” 

He only wanted to learn more about James and leave. However, Zeno 
avoided the topic of James. 

Seeing that Henrik was not cooperative, Zeno had no choice but to use force. 
He flashed behind Henrik and sealed his cultivation base. Then, he raised his 
hand and placed a rune into Henrik’s body. 

“Argh!!!” Henrik growled miserably as he felt an excruciating pain throughout 
his body. Injuries formed all over him. 

“What are you doing to me?!!” 

Zeno looked at his palm confusedly and murmured, “Huh? What exactly am I 
doing?” 

After thinking for a while, he remembered and said, “Oh, right. I was trying to 
give him the Grand Purge Formation.” 

Zeno looked at Henrik and said solemnly, ‘You’re lucky to have stumbled 
upon this great fortune. I’ve created a formation before called the Grand 
Purge Formation. It’s the third strongest Purging Formation to ever exist since 



ancient times. It’s only inferior to the Tenfold Purge Formation and the Abyss 
Purge Formation.” 

Henrik was confused by his words. He thought to himself,’ What the hell are 
the Grand Purge Formation, Tenfold Purge Formation, and Abyss Purge 
Formation?’ 

Zeno said, “I’m not the creator of the Tenfold Purge Formation and the Abyss 
Purge Formation, but I played a part in its development. Without me, Emperor 
Raiah would have never created such invincible formations. 

“One’s body can become a very powerful rune. You’ve cultivated the Rune 
Arts I left in this dojo. Therefore, carving the Grand Purge Formation into your 
body will be perfect. 

“The Grand Purge Formation is really powerful. After it is engraved into your 
body, you’ll be invincible.” 

Zeno raised his hand, and a few strange runes submerged into Henrik’s body. 

“Argh!!!” Henrik’s face distorted in pain. He felt a mysterious Rune Power 
being fused into his body. Eventhough he had entered the Chaos Rank, he 
could not withstand the potent force and fainted. 

Zeno waited patiently for him to wake up. 

After some time, Henrik regained consciousness. Suddenly, a few runes sank 
into his body again. He felt them corroding his flesh and passed out from the 
pain. 

The exact process was repeated a few times. Finally, Zeno submerged the 
final rune and slumped to the ground. 

Zeno said feebly, “I’ve given you the third strongest Purging Formation. With 
your current cultivation base, you won’t be able to use it to its fullest. You’re 
already profound in Rune Art but must keep improving.” 

Henrik also sat on the ground feebly. “What did you do to me?” 

“Haha!” Zeno laughed and said, “I’m about to follow in the footsteps of 
Emperor Raiah. The Grand Purge Formation is my life’s work. I don’t want it to 
be lost. Work hard to comprehend it.” 



After speaking, Zeno left behind a rune in the sky and disappeared. 

“James has already entered the Chaos Battlefield. However, the entrance has 
already been closed. You can use this rune to open the passage into the 
Chaos Battlefield. However, you should master the Grand Purge Formation 
before heading there. 

“I’ve gained insight that James has encountered trouble in the Chaos 
Battlefield and needs your help. However, you’ll need to master the Grand 
Purge Formation. Otherwise, you will be of no help even if you rush there.” 

Zeno’s voice gradually became faint and disappeared. 
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recalling some memories. After entering the dojo, he recalled the Grand Purge 
Formation he had created. 

The Grand Purge Formation’s full name was the Eightfold Grand Purge 
Formation. It was acknowledged as the third strongest Purging Formation 
ever to exist. It had played a crucial part in the battle against the 
Extraterrestrial Demons. 

Zeno was not expecting to meet someone in his dojo. 

Henrik had been trapped for a long time and had mastered the signature skills 
he had left within the dojo. His body was perfect for the Grand Purge 
Formation. Therefore, Zeno went to great efforts to carve the Grand Purge 
formation into Henrik’s body. 

Meanwhile, Henrik was panicking after learning that James was in danger. 
However, Zeno warned him that he would be useless to James if he rushed to 
the Chaos Battlefield without mastering the Grand Purge Formation. 

Henrik immediately set up a time formation around his body and began to 
study the Grand Purge Formation. 

Zeno had also left some information about the Tenfold Purge Formation and 
Abyss Purge Formation within Henrik’s body. 

Meanwhile, in the Chaos Battlefield… 



Sedris, Xylus, Toma, and Lucius were in great spirits after capturing the 
Ancestral Blood Master, Wael, Wynton, and the other powerhouses. They 
gathered together and discussed how they would distribute the Tenfold 
Realms Transcendent Sutra amongst themselves. 

“After James hands over the secrets of the Tenfold Realms Transcendent 
Sutra and the sacred scrolls, let’s cultivate and comprehend them together. 
We shouldn’t be greedy.” 

“Of course, let’s do it together.” 

“After we cultivate the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra and the powers of 
the sacred scrolls, we’ll be able to suppress those hidden sects.” 

“Reporting!” A disciple approached and knelt on the ground. 

Lucius, who was sat in the highest seat, asked calmly,” What’s the matter?” 

The disciple reported, “The Theos Sect’s Grand Sect Elder, Waleria, is here to 
visit.” 

Lucius glanced at Sedris. 

Sedris frowned and said calmly, “She’s quite close with James. I’ve already 
expelled her from the Theos Sect. She’s no longer associated with our sect.” 

Lucius said, “This is the Theos Sect’s problem. I hope you resolve it as soon 
as possible. I don’t want Waleria to become a variable that will disrupt our 
plans.” 

Sedris stood up and said, “Don’t worry. I’ll handle her.” 

After speaking, Sedris left the hall and appeared outside Mount Stoyan’s gate. 

Waleria was pacing around anxiously. When she saw Sedris, she quickly 
greeted him, saying, “Sir Sedris.” 

Sedris said with dissatisfaction, “What are you doing here? I already expelled 
you from the Theos Sect. Don’t get involved in James’ affairs if you want to 
live.” 

‘There’s something I must tell you, Sir Sedris. Please do give me a chance to 
speak.” 



Sedris thought for a while and said, “Follow me.” 

He led Waleria to a safe area with a formation. Even powerhouses at the 
Chaos Rank could not sense what was happening within the formation. 

Sedris gestured to Waleria and said, “What is it?” 

Waleria said solemnly, ‘Teresa is scheming something.” 

“Who’s Teresa?” Sedris was startled. 

Waleria waved her hand, and a portrait of a woman appeared before them. 

‘This is Teresa. She has a clone called Xezal. I’ve encountered her clone 
before. She’s the person who activated the Boundless Tablet, which allowed 
the Tenfold Realms Transcendent Sutra to manifest. She is also the daughter 
of the former Endlos Lord. 

“A few Extraterrestrial Demons are sealed underneath the Chaos Tablet. 
Everything that has happened so far is a part of her scheme to resurrect her 
father.” 

 


